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SWR: Pilgrimages in Mariaberg

On July 24, the SWR TV-team with Verena and Lukas was on the road all
day with me to make a movie about the walks and the exhibition in Maria
Berg (which can still be seen until September 13). It was an interesting
experience to be so observed and interviewed. The broadcast date in the
National Show I do not know, sometime in August, they said.
Mariaberg sees itself as a diaconal support for outpatient and inpatient
services in the youth and disabled assistance. The board has asked me to
make a homo universalis work with residents, carers, relatives and visitors
next year. I am very happy to do so.

Homo universalis in Endingen

From 6 to 10 and July 22, I photographed at the firehouse, at the clubhouse of a shooters society, in the town hall, in the premises of various
companies, in the town hall and in the civic hall exactly 1,344 people from
Endingen am Kaiserstuhl, a very nice winetown in the southwest of Germany. On September 25, 2015, the exhibition of 28 large-format flags each showing 48 participants of a group and their collective portrait - will
be inaugurated and then a month characterize the cityscape of Endingen.
The portrait of all participants will be seen in the town hall. Project Manager Wolfgang Koch had opened all these doors and it was very special to
meet such a range of different individuals and groups.

The face of Fraunhofer IIS

From 13th to 17th of July I was in different locations of the Fraunhofer IIS from Erlangen to Dresden - to photograph more than 500 employees. The
exhibition at the Erlanger headquarters of the Institute - which will open in
early December -, both all individual portraits will be on display, as well as
a face, which is formed by equal superposition of all those involved: „The
face of Fraunhofer IIS.“ Many thanks to Anne and Patricia for the perfect
organization, which is an important component of all these projects.

Lectureship at the College of Art and Design, Beijing

From 12 to September 23, 2015 I will be the first time in China, and there at
the College of Art and Design - which belongs to the Technical University
of Beijing. Together with students I want to perform several works. So a
homo universalis with all 1,600 students, for example, is planned and a 3D
mosaic and of course some „China walks“. The official invitation has arrived, now it comes to the concrete preparations.

Walk in the Alps

Last weekend I had a tour to the Alps of Tirol, Austria. It was the first time
that I did some works called „walks“ there, while hiking. It was amazing
not only to hike but to pause often for to take a photograph. I think this
was not the last hike-walk. On the right side you see one of the results, the
work „walk #128 From Krinnenspitze to Edenalm, 2015“

